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ERS Railways:

- Is a private railway company established in 1994
- Specializes in combined intermodal transport
- Has a European network of shuttle trains
- Offers customers dynamic and sustainable green transport modalities
ERS Railways’ assets

110 people
6 offices throughout Europe
13 locomotives
750 wagons
Overview of 2010 products
Asia to Europe block trains

• 1st container train from China to Western Europe performed by ERS in 2007, with sister companies TMT & TSES
• 7 block trains in 2007 and 2008

Successful teamwork: a dedicated product for a Chinese manufacturer
Rotterdam to Afghanistan by rail

- 5 block trains performed in June-July 2010 from Rotterdam via Chop (Ukraine) to Turkmenistan
- Trains of dry containers
- Aid cargo to be transported to Afghanistan
- Partnership between ERS Railways and a major freight forwarder
Rotterdam to Afghanistan by rail
Future

• Regular commercial service between Europe to Central Asia and v.v.

• Alternative route with fast transit time

• Efficient cross-border process in Chop is still the challenge, but thanks to experience it has been improved from train to train
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